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TFN MEETINGS 
Sunday, November 14, 1993 - WILDLIFE RABIES CONTROL IN ONTARIO 

at 2:30 pm 

in the Northrop Frye Hall 
Victoria University 

73 Queen's Park Cres. East 

PLEASE NOTE: 

This meeting is on the 
second Sunday instead 
of the first. 

an illustrated talk by Charles D. Macinnes, 
Coordinator, Rabies Unit, Wildlife Research 
Section, Ontario Ministry of Natural 
Resources 

- Control of wildlife rabies in Ontario 
includes fox baiting, hand baiting (here in 
Metro Toronto), and aerial baiting (in 
eastern Ontario). In Scarborough raccoons 
and skunks are trapped, vaccinated and 
released. The speaker will also tell us 
about the development of baits for foxes 
and raccoons and the threat of raccoon rabies 
from the northern United States. 

+ TFN memberships and publications will be 
for sale from 2 pm to 4 pm outside the 
lecture room. 

+ coffee and juice will be available during 
the "social hour", starting at 2 pm. 

+ Christmas Greeting Cards for Sale 
- han<l-embroidered/photo (some recycled) 
-"any occasion" quality cards 
For custan/quality orders, please call "Always Alice" 
at 416-767-6149. 

NEXT MEETING: Sunday, Dec. 5, 1993 

IT'S YOUR NEWSLETTER! 

Requested: essays (no longer than 500 words), reviews (no longer than 
300 words), poems, cartoons, sketches and newspaper clippings. 

Subjects: plants, animals and natural areas in the Toronto region, 
especially reports of personal experiences with wildlife. 

Please include your name, address and telephone number so submissions 
can be acknowledged. With newspaper clippings, include source and date 
of each clipping. 

Time dated material such as notices of meetings should be submitted at 
least six weeks before the month in which the event is to take place . 

Send material to: Toronto Field Naturalists 
20 College St., Unit 11 
Toronto, Ont. MSG 1K2 



Tuesday 
Nov. 2 
10:30 am 

Saturday 
Nov. 6 
11 am 

Sunday 
Nov. 7 
1:30 rm 

Wednesday 
Nov. 10 
10:30 am 

Sunday 
Nov . 14 
2:30 pm 

Wednesday 
Nov. 17 
10 : 30 am 

$ 
entry 
fee 
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November TFNOUTINGS 
MUD CREEK - tributary exploration 
Leader: Diana Park 

Toronto, Don 

Meet at the northwest corner of Avenue Road and Lytton Blvd. 
Bring lunch. 
We will be continuing our explorations of this tributary of the Don River, 
looking for remaining natural features and historic sites. 

GALLERY HOPPING - art & nature Toronto 
Leader: Mary Cumming 
Meet at the Cumberland exit of the Bay subway station (~loor 
line). Lunch optional. 
We will be visiting a number of art galleries in the Yorkville area. We 
usually eat lunch together and discuss what we have seen and our CMIJ. work 
after the tour. 

THOMSON MEMORIAL PARK - trees 
Leader: Morri6 Sorens~n 

Highland Creek, Scarborough 

Meet at the northeast corner of Lawrence Ave. East and Brimley 
Road. 
As well as being one of Scarborough's most ~rtant historic sites, this 
park has a fine collection of trees. Bring your favourite tree guide and 
notebook and help us make a list for the park. 

EAST POINT - nature walk 
Leader: Graham Neville 

lakeshore, Scarborough 

Meet at the corner of Beecrgrove Dr. and Coronation Dr. 
Lunch optional. 
This easternmost section of Scarborough's bluffs is a spectacular place to 
visit at any time of the year -- great views of the bluffs to the west and 
1TUch wildlife to observe on this last renaining undeveloped section of bluffs. 

TFN MEETING [see page 2 for details] 
73 Queen's Park Cres. East 
Northrop Frye Hall 

ROYAL WINTER FAIR - aruJMls, vegetables & art 
Leader: Diana Banville 

Toronto 

Toronto 

Meet at the main entrance to the Coliseum. Lunch optional. 
Bring sketching materials and stool or just cane and enjoy the fair. We 
plan to meet at lunchtime to c.oqiare our sketches and/or our experiences. 

Nov. 19, 1793 At this season of the year there is usually a fortnight of foggy weather, 
the air is perfectly dry & hot & smells & feels like sm::>ke, it is called 
the Indian sunmer. I have never heard these srooky foggs well &CCO\.Ulted for. 

from MRS. SIMCOE'S DIARY, edited by Mary Quayle Innis, MacMillan of Canada, 1965. 

Saturday 
Nov. 20 
10 am 

MT. PLEASANT CEMETERY - trees Toronto 
Leaders: Tom & Tracy Butler 
Meet at the cemetery entrance on Yonge St., 2~ blocks north 
of St. Clair . Morning only. 
If you're serious about learning "trees", this outing is for you! 
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NOVEMBER OUTINGS (cont'd) 

Sunday 
Nov. 21 
11 am 

Wednesday 
Nov. 24 
10:30 am 

$ ferry 
tickets 

Sunday 
Nov. 28 
10:30 am 

ferry 
$ tickets 

HIGH PARK - plant & animal prepartions for winter Toronto 
Leader: Joanne Doucette 
Meet at the Bloor St. entrance to High Park on Bloor St. West 
opposite High Park Ave. [We willvisit the coffee shop in the park,] 
This large urban park contains many habitats, some rare in this region. 
We will see what some of the many species do as the weather deteriorates. 

TORONTO ISLAND - nature walk lakeshore, Toronto 
Leader: Louise Orr 
Meet at the ferry docks at the foot of Bay St. in time to take the 
10:30 ferry. Bring lunch. [no facilities on the Island] 
Many species of waterfowl spend the winter along Toronto's waterfront. Even 
though it can be very cold out on the lake, a trip to the Island at this 
time of year is usually worth bundling up for as we see lots of species. 

TORONTO ISLAND - birds lakeshore, Toronto 
Leader: Ross Harris 
Meet at the ferry docks at the foot of Bay St. in time to 
take the 10:30 am ferry. Bring lunch (there are no facilities 
on the Island at this time of year). 
Bring your bird book, binoculars (or scope if you have one) and learn to 
distinguish one duck from another; also gulls. 

WORK OF THE BEAVER 

is a common sight along 

the shores of the Humber 

and the Don Rivers in 

Toronto and is also to 

be found in lakeshore 

locations such as the 

Leslie Street Spit and 

Lynde Shores, according 

□ 

to TORONTO REGION RECORDS. 

Drawing by Joanne Doucette 
was made on vacation 
further afielcl • . 
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
At its September meeting the Board of Directors appointed Morris Sorensen 
as a director. He has been education co-ordinator for a number of museums 
including Todmorden Mills. Since 1989 he has been a member of TFN, and 
he is particularly interested in nature photography, botany and boreal 
forest ecology. 

The following is the list of your Board for 1993-94. 

President: 

Vice President: 

Past President: 

Secretary/Treasurer: 

Directors: 

Joan O'Donnell 

Allan Greenbaum 

Eileen Mayo 

Aarne Juhola 

Tracy Butler 
Eva Davis 
Alexander Cappell 
Ken Cook 
Karin Fawthrop 
Nancy Fredenburg 
Helen Juhola 
Morris Sorensen 

THE PALE SWALLOWWORT REACHES OUT ••• 
This species, related to milkweeds, 
was introduced accidentally when it 
escaped from the Department of 
Agriculture's Central Experimental 

Farm where it was being studied 
as a wartime effort to find 
an alternative rubber source. 

Originally from Europe, it 

□ 

is now entrenched in Toronto -
to use an appropriate 

_s.Jflo\to-..)wo.-.T 
,u-..w"'( Q,~0011<., C,,AC.1t'l 
OvNE. = , .. '\ '\ 
..,,._~n_..., C..U"'-"M t.W C. 

wartime term. 

The black swallowwort 
is another species, escaped 
from the Hamilton Royal 
Botanical Gardens, which has 

not been identified in 
Toronto ••• yet. 

(REF.: TFN 324:21 & 
430: 24) 
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KEEPING IN TOUCH 

July 26, 1993 

Please find enclosed ,ubmi,siqns by my 6-year-old daughters, 
~a~ika and Erica van Velsen. Their sketches wer~ done July 19 
(1993) walking on the Todmorden Hills bike path a l ongside 
the£. Don River, 

Mary Jane van Velsen 

Also saw: 
yellow warblers, 
American 
p.oldfinchea. 
Gr, ·blue 
heron 
flew hy, 

YEL LOW \Jv'ooLt...y SEPl' 
lv£ fv J. 1"-d vv~ en [A.,ljj..,. ~\.U--f c... Iv~ 

"STUDIED TO DEAT H" 
the sad man said, 
agreeing to more studies yet, 
"for this is the only wa y", said he, 
"that these dams can be built". 

No thought had he 
that "studies" might 
lead to an other reality, 
no sense of ANY project's deat h 
so the Earth itself might live . 

Blac..lc.. C.,(uwr1ed 

t-J ½b± l±f.vuY\ 
~ bse ~t\Jc d k i'/'I\ 

fe_.ed ~ 1.."n s 1v.>, Q 

of G. ~ r<i\,-e,,r 

Diana Banv il le 
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KEEPING IN TOUCH (cont'd) 

Sept. 12, 1993 

As of 30 August, your organization has raised $262.00 in the 1993 Baillie 
Birdathon. Of this amount, $65.50 is being returned to you as your 
organization's share of the proceeds. I enclose a cheque for this amount. 
Please express my thanks to Irene Fedun, who birded for your group and 
raised this money for our mutual benefit. 

The Baillie Birdathon is the national volunteer fund-raising project of 
the Long Point Bird Observatory (LPBO) and participating conservation 
clubs . Under the project's stipulations, proceeds are split three ways: 
your club receives part of the proceeds, as do LPBO and the James L. 
Baillie. Memorial Fund. The amount of money your club receives increases 
with the gross amount raised above $3,000. LPBO covers all the 
administrative costs of the project. 

LPBO uses its portion of the proceeds to fund its many programs of monitoring 
Canada's bird populations. LPBO runs many projects, from monitoring 
migrants that pass through Long Point on the north shore of Lake Erie, 
to national and international volunteer-based surveys of loons and birds 
that visit feeders. 

The James L. Baillie Memorial Fund annually provides grants to worthy bird 
research and conservation projects across Canada. Each year, the amount 
awarded in grants is directly linked to the amount raised in the Birdathon . 
In 1993, the Trustees of the fund awarded $16,400 in 19 grants to projects 
in all provinces and the Northwest Territories. In addition, the Trustees 
provided a $1000 scholarship to a university student studying Canadian 
birds. This award is made in cooperation with the Society of Canadian 
Ornithologists. We can all take pride in supporting such worthy endeavours . 

On behalf of all of us who care about wild birds and their habitats, thanks 
for being involved in this year's Birdathon. If additional contributions 
designated for your organization's benefit are received prior to 15 December, 
you will receive a second cheque late in 1993. 

Michael S.W. Bradstreet 
Executive Director, LPBO 

SONG SPARROW 

Song sparrow, song sparrow, 
I love your song! 
Nest duty done, 
soon you'll be gone. 
But I will remember it 
all winter long. 

Hazel Harvey 
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KEEPING IN TOUCH (cont'd) 

Sept. 15, 1993 

September 15, and only ten bluebird boxes remain to be cleaned out. I 
normally get 200 good nestings of Sialia sialis from 500 boxes, but in 
1992, because of the cold, wet weather caused by the eruption of Mount 
Pinatubo, in the Phillipines, only 85 good nestings were counted. This 
summer just past, the downward slide continued and only 65 good nestings 
were recorded. I am not certain of the cause of the decline, but a cold 
snap at the end of May may be partially to blame. Only one nest had six 
eggs in it and these hatched into six young, but the cold, wet weather 
killed them all. Large clutches were rare. After mid-June, only small 
clutches of two eggs and three eggs were found. I am a little discouraged, 
but will certainly keep trying to help "the bluebird of happiness" in 1994. 

Sept. 16, 1993 

Leo A. Smith 
Brantford, Ontario 

What an exciting and busy time of the year! The monarch butterfly 
migration is in full swing at Presqu'ile, and I have been able to tag 
1500 to date. The migration started late, and as I still have about 20 
larvae and 75 pupae in my rearing cage, this suggests that we will continue 
to see monarch butterflies for a while yet! 

I have continued during the summer to press the Ministry of Natural 
Resources to complete the Presqu'ile Park management plan. Those attending 
the annual meeting of the Federation of Ontario Naturalists in Ottawa will 
know that a resolution concerning Presqu'ile was adopted. A similar 
resolution was passed at a joint meeting of the Wilson Ornithological 
Society and The Society for Canadian Ornithologists at their annual meeting 
in Guelph. In July, I met at Queen's Park with Ray Riley, Assistant 
Deputy Minister (Operations). He agreed that his Ministry must make 
completing the management plan at Presqu'ile a priority. Thank you, 
TFN members, for your letters of support! They are making a difference! 
Keep writing! 

I enjoyed Eva Davis's article on milkweed. I understand that researchers 
have found the seed floss very effective in cleaning up oil spills! 

Donald A. Davis 

PRIMAVERA 

Today I have seen 
the blue and green sheen 
of three grackles black. 

by Damion Mcshane 

[> 
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KEEPING IN TOUCH (cont'd) 

Sept. 17, 1993 

The Minister has asked me to advise you of his decision regarding the 
request to designate the Altona Forest Area subject to the Environmental 
Assessment Act (EA Act). I apologize for the length of time it has taken 
to respond to your concerns but, as you know, this has been a complex 
matter to resolve. 

The results of our Ministry's review indicate that the Altona Forest is 
significant and that the long-term sustainability of the forest and its 
ecosystem function should be protected. During the past two years staff 
of our Ministry, the Ministry of Natural Resources, the Ministry of 
Municipal Affairs, the Metro Toronto and Region Conservation Authority 
(MTRCA), the Town of Pickering and the Regional Municipality of Durham 
havebeen exploring means of preserving as much as possible of this natural 
environmentally significant area. 

I am pleased to advise you that the MTRCA has now undertaken a project to 
acquire and manage approximately 53 hectares of environmentally sensitive 
land in the Altona Forest Area to ensure that the ecological integrity of 
the Altona Forest and the linkage to the Rouge/Duffin corridor is protected. 
The province will be contributing a substantial amount towards the cost 
of this project. 

In view of this collaborative initiative, the Minister has decided that 
designation of the Altona Forest Area subject to the EA Act is not 
warranted. 

I encourage you to continue to work with the Town of Pickering, the Region 
of Durham,government agencies, the developers, and all affected citizens 
to ensure the protection and long-term sustainability of the Altona Forest 
and the Rouge/Duffin corridor. We all benefit from this type of approach 
which builds consensus, promotes sound decision making and leads to the 
protection of the environment. 

Thank you for bringing your concerns to the Minister's attention. 
Protecting the environment is everyone's responsibility. 

Derek Doyle, Director 
E nviromiental Assessment Branch 
Ministry of Enviromient & Energy 

/1~//,/rt//o. vi/vf,',,,q_ 
ofte., l,ea.dtll ...,;-fi, ,..,o;}tv,e 

··•'1dou.1" "wet F; ,.,~ ..., 

□ 

(t,.J> j,. W,'//•wl• IC • 
E-to b ,·, • ,,c • 

(fro"' c.. p~oto ; " 
i:&I 1/1 • r; flN O I' 01$'1,'C JJ, 
MUSljRO<NS Of eAwAP4-
Grovp1 
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OUTINGS REPORT 
FALL MIGRANT BIRDS AND MONARCHS AT LESLIE STREET SPIT 

Although announced as a migrant bird outing, the 5 September 1993 TFN 
outing to Leslie Street Spit was noteworthy more for the numbers of 
Monarch Butterflies than for birds. When I arrived at 09:15 and cycled 
down to the quonset hut to store my bicycle, I saw few birds of any kind 
except for about 30 Mallards on bay d. The low number of species held 
throughout the day, as our short list of 29 species included a male 
Redhead and three Whimbrel that I saw before the walk started and a 
Pectoral and Least Sandpiper seen over lunch by two participants that 
weren't with the main group at the time. On the other hand, the 42 
participants were virtually always in sight of Monarchs, especially when 
patches of goldenrod were nearby. Such spit regulars are European Starling 
and Red-winged Blackbird were conspicuously absent, and we failed to see 
any species of warbler. Even Savannah Sparrows were in hiding, and Song 
Sparrows were sparsely distributed. 

That quality of outings can't be measured in numbers, however, was 
demonstrated by the birding experience presented by the few species that 
were present. Several Double-crested Cormorants co-operated in showing 
their on-water profile that readily distinguishes them from loons and 
demonstrating that their v-formations in flight are much less coherent 
than those of nearby Canada Geese. Cormorants flying overhead amply 
demonstrated the difference between the black-bellied full adults and 
white-bellied young and sub-adults. Although the large congregation of 
gulls that previously frequented the first peninsula along the spit had 
dwindled to about 50 birds, these contained an interesting array of adult 
and sub-adult plumages of Great Black-backed, Herring and Ring-billed 
Gulls, presided over by a full adult Great Black-backed perched on the 
highest rock in the area. This species is increasingly breeding and 
wintering on the Great Lakes. 

The low numbers of birds brought us to the planned lunch stop, bay d, 
ahead of schedule. The Mallard flock that was there earlier had nearly 
deserted the bay and all the Common Terns that nest on two rafts there 
had left for the year. Larger cousins of both were there to entertain 
us, with a couple of stately, introduced Mute Swans floating on the water 
and several Caspian Terns loafing on the sandbar off the smaller islet. 
The terns amply demonstrated the difference between the harsh, cracking 
calls of the adults and the wimpy begging calls of their young as they 
flew over us en route to and from the sandbar. A couple of Bank Swallows 
whizzed by, too, but one of two Belted Kingfishers stole the show by 
hovering repeatedly over the open bay tern-style (or kestrel-style), 
behaviour I have not seen indulged in by kingfishers before. Not to be 
outdone by the feathered folk, a normal-morph Common Garter Snake held 
our attention by repeatedly emerging from a hole near some discarded 
snake skins, partially withdrawing into the hole and then emerging again. 
The snake finally bolted over my shoe into the cover of a Sumach, cover 
that seemed to us less adequate than the safe-looking hole, but we weren't 
observing through snake eyes (or other senses) and never determined the 
reason for the snake's persistence in leaving. 

[> 
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OUTINGS REPORT (cont'd) 

Most of us ate lunch near the bridge, some overlooking a bunch of 
Gaillardia on one side, others on a bunch of "logs" on the other . With 
a remarkable sense of timing an Osprey managed to cruise low over all of 
us just as the two groups came back together, so close that binoculars 
would have added few details to those readily visible to the naked eye . 

We headed to the "shorebird flats", where Mike DeLory had seen a King 
Eider , three Buff-breasted Sandpipers and a Baird's Sandpiper about 
one-half hour before we had lunch. We were all soon viewing the female 
or i mmature male eider, but the r~cks where I saw the Buff-breasted 
Sandpipers a week or so earlier produced only a Rock Dove. The Baird 's 
Sandpiper afforded us all close views and treated us to a chance to 
listen carefully to its call. The only other shorebird seen by all was 
the usua l Killdeer, but most also saw the distinctive black "wing-pits" 
of a Black-bellied Plover as it flew by, and we heard at least one 
Semipalmated Plover. One participant saw another sandpiper that, from 
his description, was almost certainly a White-rumped Sandpiper, but he 
didn't feel sufficiently confident about his identification skills to 
include it on the official count without verification by others. Two 
Horned Larks also flew back and forth several times, giving some of our 
group good views, but only mere glimpses to others. 

Birds on the spit are highly mobile, and we missed the Northern Harrier 
and Merlin also seen on the spit that day (not to mention the Buff
breasted Sandpipers). Nevertheless, I think that most of the group 
agreed that the birds we did see put on a sufficient show to make the 
outing enioyable and worthwhile. 

THE SHORT-BILLED D0WITCHER is 
more likely to be seen in fall 
migration in Toronto, when water 
levels are usually lower than i~ 
the spring. 

,,. , . ... ,, . 
,.,,,,,.,, .. ,,....._,;..~ , .. 

I 
, .. 

Martin K. McNicholl 

. ,.,.,,, .. . . 
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FOR READING 
RECENTLY PUBLISHED: 

Sandbanks Provincial Park Bird Checklist, published by the Friends of 
Sandbanks Park in 1993 and available from them for $1.00 each. 
Although the list includes 246 species, more records would be appreciated. 

Write to Sandbanks Provincial Park, R.R. #1, Picton,Ontario KOK 2TO or 
call 613-393-3319 for more information. 

The Birds of Presqu'ile Provincial Park, published by the Friends of 
Presqu'ile Park in 1993 and available from them for $21.95 plus G,S.T, 
Write to the Friends at Box 1442, Brighton, Ontario KOK lHO for more 

details. 

Visions for the Metropolitan Toronto Waterfront, I: Toward Comprehensive 
Planning, 1952-1935; II, Forging a Regional Identity, 1913-68, by 
Wayne C. Reeves, available for $10 each from theUniversity of Toronto's 
Centre for Urban and Community Studies. For copies, contact the Centre 
at 978-2072. 

Homeowner's Guide to Planting Energy Conservation Trees, published by 
Global ReLeaf, the national community tree planting program of Friends 
of the Earth. 
Send a self-addressed stamped envelope (15 X 23 cm) to Global ReLeaf, 

701 - 251 Laurier Ave., Ottawa, Ont. KlP 5J6 to receive a copy. 

~!!elilii- ~~--"7-

- -· . 

----~~~ 
-.:,.... ----- -

- --:~ 

~z~~ 
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---~- ~~-=-r=-~=-="-~31!~~[!!~~~..,~~~ ·s.-7. ----~-~~~.;;~ . ig:_ (...: 

,. 

.... - - ----- - ---~ . ··- -
·- ~ - .::: _;:. . · .~ ... 'T'"'-~:_ __ -·- ··· -· r-::-"".~: . .:.. -===---.:. -...: . ._"'t~ -

THE WATERLILY 
FAMILY is fou nd 
in tropical and 
temperate regions 
of the world. 
Two are native to 
Toronto - the 
northern yellow 
pond-lily and 

I> 

the (white) 
fragrant water lily. 
Both may be seen 
in waters of 
High Park and 
the Rouge Valley 
as well as in 
the Humber Marshes. 
(Choose some 
bright summer 
morning,) 

In addition to these, other species and hybrids of many colours may be seen in man-made 
ponds such as that in Cassels Garden where Joyce Cave made this sketch on a TFN out i ng. 

Ref . VASCULAR PLANTS OF METROPOLITAN TORONTO, TFN 1990 and Wright's THE COMPLETE 
HANDBOOK Or GARDEN PLANTS. 
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FOR READING (cont'd) 

THE BEST CHILDREN'S "BUG" BOOKS FOR 1992 

The Young Entomologists's Society is pleased to announce its selections 
of the best children's books on insects/spiders published during 1992. 
The purpose of these awards is to recognize outstanding children's books 
that foster an awareness about insects and encourage and facilitate 
learning about the insects of our world. 

The best non-fiction book for younger youth is "Ladybug" written by 
Emery Bernhard, illustrated by Durga Bernhard and published by Holiday 
House, New York. This book provides accurate and complete information 
on the biology and ecology of ladybugs in a way that is easily understood 
by young readers. 

The best nonfiction book for older youth is "Insects and Spiders" written 
by Lorus J, and Margery Milne, illustrated by Claire Phipps, and published 
by Doubleday, New York, This book presents information on insects and 
spiders based on similarities of habitat, behaviour, or close relationships. 

The best fiction book is "Both Sides Now" written by Joni Mitchell, 
illustrated by Alan Baker, and published by Scholastic, In., New York. 
The words of singer/songwriter Joni Mitchell and the drawings of 
illustrator Alan Baker have been blended together to create one of the 
best children's books of all time. This book features two lovable 
caterpillars who demonstrate that both clouds and life appear differently 
when viewed from different perspectives. 

An honourable mention award is also given to "Michael Berenstain's 
Butterfly Book" written/illustrated by Michael Berenstain and published 
by Western Publishing Co., In., Racine, Wisconsin. This book has a 
variety of information on butterflies, including neat facts and humorous 
remarks. It offers a good selection of factual, scientifically accurate 
information on some common butterflies in a limited amount of space, 

extracted from an article by Gary A. Dunn in the N&JSLEITER of the Michigan Entcm:>logical 
Society, Vo. 38, No. 2 & 3, August 1993 

The work of a 
leaf-minin~ beetle 
larva on a poplar 
leaf produces a 
marvellous 
crystal-like 
tracery. 

Eva Davis 

D 
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PROJECTS 

BECOME A "DON RANGER" 

The Task Force to Bring Back the Don is looking for "Don Rangers" -
volunteers who can help instruct and supervise other volunteers during 
tree planting events each spring and fall, as well as assist with set
up. Tree-planting events are held on week days, as well as Saturdays 
and Sundays. Volunteers who can commit to helping with two or more 
plantings this fall are needed immediately. Others will be needed during 
the spring planting season. To become a Don Ranger, call 392-1255. 

frail BRIN; BAO< lliE 00N (Seasonal Update), Fall/Winter 1993/94 

BECOME A "WATER EDUCATOR" 

About four million litres of oil are dumped into municipal storm drains 
every year in Canada, according to federal officials. Considering that 
one drop of oil can make 25 litres of water unfit for drinking, that 
represents considerable environmental damage, And this damage is made 
worse by all the other contaminants, such as gasoline, pool chemicals, 
pesticides, paint and cleaning fluids, that householders dump into the 
sewers. But a new environmental program that aims to put a stop to this 
practice has been launched in more than 20 Ontario municipalities. Known 
as the Yellow Fish Road, the program is sponsored by the federal government 
through the Great Lakes Action Program, in co-operation with Trout 
Unlimited, a national conservation organization. The program enlists 
the help of the community through schools or organizations such as Girl 
Guides and Boy Scouts to educate homeowners about the consequences of 
dumping hazardous chemicals into sewers. That's done by painting yellow 
fish symbols on roads beside storm drains and by distributing literature 
to householders in the targeted neighbourhoods. People dump this stuff 
down the drains because they don't know there are other alternatives to 
disposing of it, or thatit's going into local waterways and ultimately 
Lake Ontario, from: which we get our drinking water, and that fish and 
wildlife are affected by it, Storm sewers are designed to prevent 
flooding caused by rain storms and melting snow. Unlike sanitary sewers, 
which divert human waste to treatment plants, water that goes into storm 
drains isn't treated. To get your group involved, call 1-800-668-5222. 

extracted from "Storm sewer dulrping targeted'' by Mike Funston in the TCRCNID STAR, Sept. 2/93 
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PROJECTS (cont'd) 

NEW BUTTERFLY CLUB FORMED 

The North American Butterfly Association is a newly formed organization. 
Its journal "American Butterflies" states: "The North American Butterfly 
Association, Inc. (NABA), a non-profit organization, was formed to educate 
the public about the joys of non-consumptive, recreational butterflying 
including listing, gardening, observation, photography, rearing and 
conservation. Membership in NABA is open to all those who share our 
purpose". "American Butterflies", a quarterly journal, has published two 
i ssues so far. NABA dues are $25 Canadian and can be mailed to Ann Swengel, 
NABA Treasurer, 909 Birch St., Baraboo, WI 53913. Inquiries can be sent 
to NABA, 39 Highland Ave., Chappaqua, NY 10514. 

ex:tracted from the Toronto Ornithological Club NEWSLEITER, No. 37, Sept. 1993 
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THE NORTHERN ORIOLE, 
according to TORONTO 
REGION RECOR))S , 
arrives in Metro at 
the end of April or 
early May and is 
SP.P.n in its breedinP, 
areas, such as the 
Humber Marshes, 
till the first of 
Septemher. Migrants 
are observed in late 
September or even 
into October some 
years. A winter 
observation in Metro 
is extremely rare • 

(The drawing, fron a 
Maslowski photo, is of an 
adult male, apparently 
in a stand of sycarore 
plane trees.) 
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WINTER IS FOR THE BIRDS 

Setting up feeders for our resident winter birds is a delightful hobby. 
The daily visits and antics of various birds add a bright spot to a 
winter day. Feeding birds is simple but the following suggestions may 
improve your success rate in the variety and number of birds coming to 
feed. 

1. Place feeders near a sheltered area. Birds like to have cover they 
can sit in or escape to nearby the feeder. 

2. Keep food dry and clean feeder regularly. Birds avoid mouldy food. 
Drain holes will prevent messy freeze up. 

3. Variety of food and feeders is the key to attracting a variety of birds. 
Generally -- mixed feed for platform feeders; sunflower seeds for 
tube or hanging feeders; peanut butter or suet for insect eating birds 
such as woodpeckers and nuthatches. Blue jays prefer to eat alone so 
more than one feeder is helpful. 

4 . Birds like grit and minerals. Crushed oyster or egg shells can be 
added to suet or feed to aid in the digestion of food. 

5. Provide water. This is a basic necessity and is not always available 
in winter. A bowl (not metal) with an aquarium heater to keep the 
water from freezing would be a great attraction for birds. 

6. Make food visible. Birds find food by sight so it may be necessary 
to sprinkle extra food around for the first few weeks to help the 
birds find your feeder. 

7. Cat proof your feeder. Low feeders should be out in the open so the 
birds can't be ambushed. Better yet, put a bell on your cat. 

' The birds daily rounds of neighbourhood feeders will include yours once 
they find it, so keep your feeders filled. 

from CX>NSERVATION Q.,IPS (Lake Sim::.oe Region Conservation Authority newsletter), Vol. 11, 
No. 3, 1992 □ 

THE MAGNOLIA WARBLER 

was in fall plumage 

when this pencil-sketch 

was made at the Toronto 

Bird Observatory, 

August 29, 1979. 

This species has no breeding 
status for Metro. 
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THE P]LEATED WOODPECKoR 
has been seen in Metro 
in every season (some
times hard at work on 
those rectangular holes 
it makes in tree-trunks), 
but acco rding to records 
received by TFN, it has 
not nested here (only o n 
the periphery). If you 
h_ave evidence to the 
contrary, please report . 
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TAKING THE CONFUSION OUT OF THE BLUE BOX 

These days we're constantly being urged to save the environment by 
recycling. It's easy, right? Not as easy as it seems. As municipalities 
add more materials to the blue box (and subtract some) it becomes harder 
for the householder to sort things out! 

Here ' s a list of items currently taken in the Metro Toronto blue box . 
The traditional materials -- newspapers, glass bottles and jars, and metal 
food and beverage cans -- are all acceptable. Note, however, that only 
container glass is taken, not broken windows, drinking glasses, ashtrays 
or ceramics such as cups or plates. You will only be contaminating the 

load if you include any of these items. 

The lids from metal cans should go into the blue box but, for safety 
reasons, please put the lid inside the can and pinch the can in such a 
way that the lid cannot fall out. 

Caps and lids from bottles and jars should be discarded. They're usually 
made of a metal/plastic combination which is quite unrecyclable. The one 
exception that I know of is the mayonnaise jar; the lid is made entirely 
of metal with a paper liner. The liner should be thrown out while the 
lid can be popped into a metal can. 

Labels do not have to be removed. 

Plastic bottles or jugs are also acceptable but only if they have the 
three-arrowed recycling symbol on them withal or a 2 inside it. The 
number 1 stands for PET or PETE (polyethylene terephthalate) the plastic 
used for all soft drink bottles and some water bottles , The number 2 
denotes high-density polyethylene (HDPE) which milk and juice jugs, 
shampoo and detergent bottles and other consumer goods often come in, 
Antifreeze jugs are made with HOPE and they can go into the blue box ; 
motor oil containers (also made with HOPE) were previously taken but now 
are not. Apparently the motor oil bonds with the plastic,making it hard 
to recycle with other types of plastic containers , 

Another plastic sometimes used for bottles is polyvinyl chloride or PVC 
indicated by a 3. (Water and shampoo bottles are periodically made of 
this material.) This should definitely not go into the blue box as it 
contaminates the other plastics. --

Phone books, magazines and corrugated cardboard are also blue box items , 
Not included (not yet anyway) are boxboard (shoe and detergent boxes are 
made of this low grade of paper) or pizza boxes (even though they are made 
of corrugated cardboard, the cardboard is likely to be contaminated by 
grease or food). 

It's i mportant to recycle since the materials collected through the blue 
box are used to make new products, By incorporating used materials in 
the manufacturing process we are not only saving precious resources, we 
are also saving energy, water and landfill space. However, recycling 
pales in comparison to reduction, reuse and especially, composting. 

Start 
need? 
items 

by examining your consumption patterns. Do you buy things you don't 
Do you put more food on your plate than you can eat? Do you buy 

that are over-packaged or packaged in non-recyclable or reusable 
I>-
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BLUE BOX CONFUSION (cont'd) 

containers? 

Look at the ways in which you (or someone else) can reuse materials. 
Examples: take coat hangers back to dry cleaners, have a clothing (or 
book or jewellery) exchange at work, or find a farmers' market that will 
take back egg cartons. 

Finally, if you're not already doing so, start composting. Householders 
can substantially reduce the amount of waste going to the curb by composting 
their food scraps, grass clippings, garden discards, and leaves. Apartment 
dwellers can either donate their food wastes to homeowner friends or set 
up a vermicomposter in the1r apartment. Vermicomposting (otherwise known 
as composting with worms) is fun and makes a great conversation starter. 

This is merely a smattering of ideas on how to reduce waste. For more 
information or an explanation of why certain materials can go into the 
blue box and others cannot, contact the Recycling Council of Ontario 
at 960-0938. 

HIGH 

PARK 

PICNIC 

GROUNDS 

near 

Bloor 

Street West 

(drawing by 

Mary Cumming) 

Irene Fedun □ 
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SQUIRREL HOMESTEADING 

I was gazing absently at my neighbour's lawn when I noticed a piece of 
paper making its way across the grass. After a sudden gust of wind 
brought it to a stop, the paper became smaller and proceeded on its way. 
As it began to move again I saw a tuft of squirrel tail sticking out 
behind and squirrel ears above. Again, a stronger gust stopped the paper's 
progress and as I watched, most of the squirrel became visible as she 
scrunched the large piece of newspaper into a ball and reached 
up to her cosy nest with her prized insulating material! 

She had recognized the potential of this man-made object, realized the 
problem with moving the paper in a high wind, and figured out a solution. 

Diana Karrandjas D 
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CURRENT APPROACHES TO NATURAL AREAS' PROTECTION 

Thinking about the protection of natural areas seems to be entering a new 
phase. These new curr~tswere swirling, blending and contending with the 
older ones at the annual conference of the Canadian Council on Ecological 
Areas (CCEA) held this past August in Windsor. The CCEA is an "independent 
national forum established in 1982 to encourage the selection, protection 
and stewardship of a comprehensive system of ecological areas in Canada". 
Its active membership consists mainly of scientists and bureaucrats from 
governments, non-governmental conservation organizations and universities. 
The theme of the Windsor meeting, appropriately enough, was "caring for 
southern remnants", and a recurring topic was that of how to conserve 
fragmented remnant natural areas in densely settled, highly developed 
regions such as southern Ontario. 

The newer approaches to natural areas conservation are in many respects 
natural outgrowths of the approach developed in the 197Os. The 197Os 
approach gave us such creatures as Environmentally Sensitive/Significant 
Areas (ESAs) and Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest (ANSis). 
Although criteria for designating such areas often included size, 
representativeness and ecological function, the criterion that tended to 
do most of the work was the presence of rare species -- in practice, 
most often of rare plants. The focus was on the "specialness" of the 
areas in question. If the specialness of a particular site could be 
assessed by means of an unambiguous scientific measure, such as the 
presence of a rare or endangered plant, so much the better. 

Over the past decade, we have seen a shift in emphasis from the special 
to the representative. This shift seems to have occurred for several 
reasons. The impetus behind the designation of ESAs was to do something 
proactive about natural area protection, not just to wait until a favourite 
area is threatened by development and then to wage a rear-guard defense . 
Even if the EAS designation does not provide an effective protection 
mechanism, it provides at least a rational priority list for rear-guard 
actions. But waiting until a species or community becomes rare hardly 
seems proactive enough, especially since small, isolated populations are 
vulnerable to small-scale natural catastrophes and to the deleterious 
effects of inbreeding. Besides, "rarity" is an unstable basis for 
protecting ecological areas. As unprotected habitat is destroyed, formerly 
common species may become rare; conversely, a 11·rare11 species may become 
more common, or may be discovered to be more common than was previously 
believed. However, if we protect a sufficient representative sample of 
each kind of habitat, we might (it is hoped) protect biodiversity a truly 
proactive way. 

A second reason for the shift has to do with being practical. The older 
approach is based, by necessity, on thorough biological inventories. 
Such inventories, even for relatively well-known and conspicuous organisms 
like vertebrates, vascular plants and butterflies, require long hours of 
painstaking expert fieldwork over many months. In these days of shrinking 
payroll and research budgets, the labour-intensive approach is increasingly 
unfeasible. At the same time, new techniques and technologies are making 
feasible for the first time certain kinds of detailed and comprehensive 
large-scale landscape inventories. The new techniques often involve 

I> 
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CURRENT APPROACHES (cont'd) 

using geo-information system (GIS) computer software to combine data from 
fieldwork and surveys with that from LANDSAT satellite sensing. 

An example of this new high-tech approach is Dr. Cheryl Pearce's work on 
forest fragmentation in south-western Ontario. The received view in 
conservation biology, incorporated into ESA criteria, has always favoured 
preserving large, unbroken tracts of natural habitat, but has tended to 
do so on the basis of abstract, theoretical considerations. The definition 
of "large" tended to be arbitrary and of little help in identifying valuab~e 
tracts or delineating boundaries of critical habitat. In the past few 
years, ornithologists have discovered that songbirds vulnerable to nest 
predation and cowbird parasitism often require forest interior habitat 
for breeding. These birds are unlikely to breed successfully within a 
certain distance of the forest edge. This distance varies according to 
the species and other factors, but a typical estimate is about 300 metres. 
In that case we can define forest interior as that area of a wood at least 
300 metres from the forest edge in any direction . As forests are 
fragmented, this habitat disappears at a rate greater than the loss in 
total forest cover. Dr. Pearce has been using computer-analyzed satellite 
data to map both forest and forest-interior habitat in the Carolinian 
region of southern Ontario, and to determine the total areas and rates of 
loss of each. 

The buzz-words of the new approach are "representation" and "gap analysis". 
Gap analysis is a systematic method of assessing what types of habitats 
and ecosystems remain unrepresented within the system of parks, nature 
reserves and other protected lands. The method goes something like this. 
The country is divided into a number of "ecoregions" on the basis of 
broad physiographic and climatic features , and these regions are subdivided 
into sections representing the major landforms in the region. Within 
each section, a typology of habitats or "elements" is constructed with 
room for every possible combination of elevation, relief, soil type, soil 
moisture and vegetation. Ideally, the protected lands in each section 
should represent all the habitat elements characteristic of it and should, 
in addition, provide sufficient habitat to support at least the minimum 
viable population of the largest herbivores and carnivores native to it. 
In heavily settled regions, there may be no undisturbed remnants of certain 
habitat types, or there may be no wild lands large enough to support top 
predators. In that case, in the long term, large-scale ecological 
restoration is called for. More on this in a later article. 

Another shift in emphasis concerns the means by which these conservation 
objectives are to be attained. Land may be protected by three main 
means: acquis~tion, legislation/regulation, and what is called "private 
stewardship". Traditionally, the purchasing of land for reserves has been 
favoured in providing the most secure protection. However, governments 
and conservation organizations find they can no longer afford to assemble 
substantial reserves in this way. The second approach, in the context of 
ecological areas protection, is that of zoning and land-use regulation. 
This is the route championed in the recommendations of the Sewell Commission 
on planning reform. The Sewell Commission recommended that the provincial 
government adopt policies prohibiting development in, or adversely affecting, 
"significant" natural areas; it also recommended legislation forcing local 

t> 
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CURRENT APPROACHES (cont'd) 

municipal plans to conform to these policies, The Sewell recommendations 
were a matter of some controversy at the CCEA conference, Some in 
attendance urged the rest of us to lobby the province to act on the 
recommendations; others were bitterly disappointed by the Sewell report. 
Their objection seems to be to a "top-down" approach to conservation, 
They fear that laws to control what landowners do with their properties 
and to control how municipalities plan will meet with such resentment 
and resistance as to be unenforceable in practice and counterproductive 
in effect. 

Indeed, there is now a tendency in some conservation quarters to see both 
acquisition and regulation as elitist and technocratic. In either case, 
they suggest, remote scientists and bureaucrats swoop down on local 
communities and impose upon them an alien conception of what about their 
landscapes is worthy of preservation. The alternative approach favours 
landowner stewardship, community development, grassroots involvement and 
a greater emphasis on locally valued natural heritage features. The U.S. 
Nature Conservancy is perhaps the largest organization to move towards 
this latter approach in recent years. 

My own concern is that these two current tendencies in nature conservation 
-- toward representativeness among the ecologists, and toward community 
involvement among the implementors -- may be pulling in opposite directions. 
Critics of the ESA notion have always complained that lists of Latin names 
of rare species that so impress the biologist and naturalist have little 
resonance with the value systems of most landowners, ratepayers and 
municipal politicians. The designation of significant sites on the basis 
of gap analysis and population genetic models is even more abstract and 
esoteric, even more bound up with centralized planning and scientific 
expertise. The challenge, as some at the CCEA conference pointed out, 
is to take those abstractions of ecological science upon which the new 
representation and function oriented approaches to nature conservation 
are based, and translate them into stories and images that will capture 
the imagination. 

VIEW 

FROM 

THE 

WINDOW 

Minden, 
Ontario, 

Sketch 
by 
Joanne 
Doucette 

Allan Greenbaum D 
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EXTINCTIONS CAN BE STOPPED! 

What about the common view that the im~ending extinction wave is an 
unstoppable juggernaut, driven by selfishness, wealthy businesses, and 
the needs of hundreds of millions of undernourished people? We often 
turn off when we hear_about extinction because it seems so depressing 
and hopeless. In fact, the situation is not in the least hopeless. 
Yes, many species already [are almost]gone, but most can be saved by 
taking action now. All countries depend heavily on biological resources 
for food, construction, or export earnings, hence the needs of millions 
of people demand rather than oppose conservation. Many countries have 
begun to appreciate this stark fact. For example, Indonesia's government 
has been implementing a comprehensive conservation program. 

Nor are we helpless as individuals. Precisely because conservation 
biology is so underfunded, small contributions can make a big difference. 
Small contributions adding up to a thousand dollars will fund a project 
on one more species of endangered monkey or a survey of one more nature 
reserve in Indonesian New Guinea. Whether your interest is ducks, 
rain forests, trout, or whales, you can select among dozens of effective 
conservation organizations with widely differing interests . Political 
pressure by the average person has often been highly effective : just 
consider what is happening to commercial whaling, killing of seals and 
big cats for fur coats,and logging of Pacific Northwest old-growth 
forests, to mention just a few cases. All it will take to stem the 
extinction wave is a competinb wave of money and political activity, on 
a scale within reach of groups of average citizens. 

extracted from '\.Jorld of the living dead" by Jared Diagond in NA'IDRAL HlsroRY, ~:ept. 1991 
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RUSSIAN OLIVE, a European tree, is often planted in Toronto parks. 
Though its fruits resemble miniature olives and it has the 11 right" 
grey-green foliage, it is not in the olive family but belongs in the 
oleaster family, along with the Shepherdia which grows naturally in 
the Rouge Valley, in High Park, and along the Bluffs. 
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IN THE NEWS 
LETTER DEFENDS OUR WINTER LANDSCAPES 

••• As an avid gardener and naturalist, I cannot agree with the Globe's 
broadbrush statement implying bland winter landscapes in all Canadian 
locales other than the extreme west coast. Some native plants that bloom 
early include witch hazel (yellow blooms against the snow), sharp-lobed 
Hepatica (reliably in bloom in my Ontario south-facing gardens in March 
each year), coltsfoot (invasive but early bloom) and brilliant twig 
colouration very early in the year of dogwood, willow and red maple in 
our landscape. Add in ground covers such as wild strawberry and evergreens 
(also native Canadians) and the winter garden landscape in all provinces 
can become a spectacle of late snow and early colour. Rather than attempting 
to emulate Victorian notions of garden correctness, we would do better to 
identify our native landscape features, propagate from seeds, and plant 
them wherever possible. 

ex:tracted from a letter by William B. Granger, Chairman, Metro Toronto and Region 
Conservation Authority in the GLOBE AND t1<UL, June 5, 1993 

HAVING AN ACCENT 

Birds in Britain may have regional dialects, Lance Workman, a biological 
psychologist at the University of Glamorgan, found, when he examined 
sonograph printouts, that robins in Wales had distinctly different trills 
from robins in Sussex •••• He also found that thrushes and starlings in 
urban areas are starting to imitate the alarm cries of automobile anti
theft devices. 

ex:tracted from "Social Studies" by Michael Kesterton in the GLOBE AND t1<UL, June 5, 1993 

PLANT HAVEN 

Ecologist David Mitchell, countryside sites officer in North Tyneside, 
carried out a study of the area's old and abandoned rail lines and found 
that disused lines were havens for plant life. When the old lines were laid 
down there were a lot of marshes and meadows. Plant life moved to the 
rail tracks and embankments. Now the meadows and marshes are gone and the 
plants are refugees from habitats that don't exist anymore. Now David 
is calling for old rail lines to be protected. A recent survey showed 
that 20% of active British Rail verges are of local or national importance 
for conservation. 

ex:tracted fran an article in AMATElJR GARDENIN;, Aug. 14, 1993 

ROADSIDE FLOWERS TO STAY BRITISH [in Britain] 

Naturalists have foiled Brussels bureaucrats who wanted to stop native 
wild flowers monopolising Britain's roadsides. European Commission 
officials had claimed that the Department of Transport's policy of 
encouraging British wild flowers discriminated against European seed 
growers. Environmentalists successfully argued that continental varieties 
could swamp some native species. 

extracted from an article in AMATElJR GARDF.Nrn:;, Mar. 13, 1993 
[> 
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IN THE NEWS (cont'd) 

ANCIENT SEED BLOSSOMS 

A white flower ha! blossomed from a seed discovered among ruins of 2,000-
year-old tombs in western Japan after a decade of careful cultivation. 
The seed was discovered in an underground storage room that formed part of 
an ancient tomb excavated near Yamaguchi City in 1981-82. A lecturer 
at Yamaguchi University planted the seed 10 years ago and cultivated it 
until it grew to its current height of 2.1 metres (seven feet). The bud, 
which appeared last October, bloomed with eight petals each about six 
centimetres (two inches) long. It has two petals more than the magnolia 
commonly found in Japan and its leaves are a little larger, but the flower 
had the characteristics of the magnolia. 

extracted from an article in the LOOOON FREE PRE§,April 17, 1993 

WEED SPRAY KILLS TREES 

Work in the London Borough of Richmond has shown that up to 10% of the 
community's 13,900 street trees have been damaged, with over 400 already 
having to be replaced. Problems have arisen since the Council switched 
from atrazine, which was found to be a low-level pollutant of drinking 
water, to imazapyr, an approved herbicide. The new spray is absorbed by 
the root system of trees when weed spraying is done nearby, resulting in 
damage and even death to the trees. Although the instructions clearly 
state that it should not be used where tree roots are present, this is 
often ignored. Imazapyr affects trees even at low level doses. It causes 
defoliation, "bunching" of the leaves and budding on the trunk. When 
trees die, replanting cannot takes place immediately as the persistent 
nature of the herbicide means that it may kill the replacementi. Problems 
have also occurred in the past from rock salt pollution caused by treating 
paved areas in winter time. Again, the salt has built up in the tree 
tissues and caused severe crown dieback and damage. The message is simple . 
Use chemicals sparingly, if at all. If you do use chemicals, make sure 
you read the label carefully, and follow the instructions. It may seem 
obvious advice,yet it is often ignored. 

extracted from an article by Pete Bowler in A!1ATilJR GARDF.Nne, July 17, 1993 

THE LAST LEAF 

On the branch 
of the birch tree 
standing in snow, 
the last leaf 
attracts me -
a golden medallion 
on the wrist 
of a skeleton. 

Giovanni Malito 

D 
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THE WEATHER (THIS TIME LAST YEAR) 
November 1992, Toronto 

November was pretty representative of 1992 as a whole. It was a cloudy, 
cool, wet, and calm month. Temperatures averaged about half a degree 
below normal, because of two cold periods in the early and middle portions 
of the month. Rainfall and total precipitation were the highest since 
1985, with total aroounts of precipitation in the 100 - 200 mm range. 
Sunshine hours totalled 52 hours, the lowest since 1985. Winds were 
light, especially at Pearson International Airport, where they averaged 
the lowest since 1981. 

Cold outbreaks on Nov. 7th-9th and Nov. 14th-19th were accompanied by 
some snow, mainly in the snowbelt areas away from Toronto. However, two 
disturbances passed to the south during the second cold spell, bringing 
a substantial snowfall over the northern part of the city while downtown 
had more rain. Pearson Airport had 10.8 cm of snow on Nov. 16th-17th. 
The second minor disturbance on Nov. 18th brought amounts of only 1 - 3 
cm. Severe disturbances centred over the U.S. Rockies and southern Plains, 
which brought blizzards and tornadoes on Nov. 21st-23rd, brought only 
cloud and some rain to Toronto. 

Cloudiness was unusually persistent even for November during the final 
ten days of the month, which may have had two hours of sun all told. The 
twelve month period ending Nov. 30th, 1992, had a total of 1875.9 hours of 
sunshine at the Toronto City weather station; this is the lowest for any 
such period since that ending May 1983, which had 1831.4 hours. 
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COMING EVENTS 
Jim Baillie Memorial Bird Walks, sponsored by the Toronto Ornithological 

Club -- aimed at the intermediate birders, but beginners are also welcome. 
Free to the public. 

• Waterfowl - West Toronto Lakeshore - Sat. Nov. 20, 1993 at 8 am, most 
of the day,with Hugh Currie as leader. Meet in the parking lot at 
Humber Bay Park east. Bring a lunch. Carpool if necessary. 
THE NEXT JIM BAILLIE MEMORIAL BIRD WALK WILL TAKE PLACE IN THE NEW YEAR. 

Mycological Society of Toronto - monthly meeting - Nov. 15 at 8 pm at the 
Civic Garden Centre (Leslie & Lawrence). 

Toronto Entomological Association - monthly meeting - Sat. Nov. 20 at 1 pm 
at the McLaughlin Planetarium. The subject will be Sweat Bees, Mountains 
and the Ice Age. 

Black Creek Project - monthly meeting - Wed. Nov. 3 at 6:30 pm at the 
Haultain Building on College St. opposite Mccaul St. Call 661-6600, 
ext. 345 for details. 

Save the Rouge Valley System - monthly nature walk, Call 287-1776 for 
details. 

Don Watershed Task Force meeting - Nov. 4 at 6:30 pm at the City of 
North York Civic Centre, 5100 Yonge St. All meetings are open to the 
public. Call 661-6600, ext. 325 for more information. 

Task Force to Bring Back the Don - Community input meeting - Nov. 24 at 
7 pm in the Toronto City Hall Council Chamber (Queen and Bay). A 
proposed wetland in the lower Don will be the subject of the meeting. 
Old photos of the natural features of the valley would be appreciated. 
Call 392-7705 or 392-1255 for further details. 

• Walk in the lower Don (related to above meeting) - Sat. Nov. 6 at 11 am 
beginning at the Broadview subway station. 

Canadian Wildflower Society east end chapter meeting - Nov. 24 at 7:30 pm 
at the Oakridges Community Centre, 63 Pharmacy Ave . The program will 
include an illustrated talk about Naturalizing City Parks by Bill Granger . 
For more details, call Carolyn King at 222-5736. 

Maple Leaf Week - Oct. 24-31, 1993 - two tree-planting events are planned 
by TREES (The Really Effective Environmental Solution). 

• Sun. Oct. 24 at 10 am at the Metro Toronto Zoo - (free admission to tree 
planters). 

•Sun.Oct. 31 at 10 am at Earl Bales Park (4169 Bathurst St.) between 
Wilson and Sheppard Avenues. 
For more information contact TREES, 342 Indian Rd. Cres., Toronto M6P 2Hl 
or call 762-0940 or 783-6685. 

Mistletoe Magic - Toronto's finest Christmas show - a tribute to Ontario 
crafts - at the Civic Garden Centre, 777 Lawrence Ave. East on Nov. 
4, 5, 6 and 7. Call 397-1340 for more information. t> 
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COMING EVENTS (cont'd) 

The ~alker Mineralogical Club - Annual Auction - Sun. Nov. 7, 1993 
Minerals, books, collectibles - everything for the beginner and 
advanced collector. Viewing at 12 noon, auction at l pm at the 

University of Toronto, Earth Sciences complex main auditorium (north
west corner of Russell St. and Huron St,) 

Long Point Bird Observatory 1993 Fall Meeting - Fri. Oct. 22 from 7 pm 
to 10:30 pm at the Royal Botanical Gardens (Hendrie Park), Burlington. 
Featured speaker will be Dr. J.Bruce Falls on The Love Life of a 
Common Bird (or Who said understanding White-throats was easy?). 
Cost is $8 per person. Send cheque to LPBO, P.O. Box 160, Port Rowan, Ont. 
NOE lMO. 

I 

Ontario's Old Growth Forests Need You!!! - public meeting on this subject 
will be held Nov. 11 at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, 
252 Bloor St. West from 7 pm to 10 pm. For more information, contact 
Nancy Bayly, Wildlands League, at 324-9760. The Wildlands League is a 
chapter of the Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society. 

Dinosaur, the greatest show unearthed -Aug. 20 to Dec. 5 at Ontario Place. 
Tickets: $12.95 (adults); $8.50 (children 12 and under); $10 . 95 (seniors 
65+). 

Heritage Resources Centre workshops - Dec. 2 seminar (River ecology, use, 
planning and management for $45); Feb. 3 seminar (Heritage in an urban 
context for $45); April 21 workshop (Environmental stewardship and the 
role of the citizen for $45). For more information on these and others 
contact Lisa Weber, Keritage Resources Centre, University of Waterloo, 
Waterloo, Ont. N2L 3Gl or call 519-885~1211. 

Zebra Mussel conference (4th international) at Madison, Wisconsin from 
March 7 to 10. For more details, contact Clifford Kraft at 414-465-2795. 

Royal Canadian Institute - free science lectures - Sundays at 3 pm in the 
J.J.R. Macleod Auditorium, Medical Sciences Building. Call 928-2096 
for more information. 

• Nov. 7 - When the Amazon flowed west: origin of South American fresh
water stingrays - Daniel R. Brooks 

• Nov. 14 - Fusion energy: how soon and will it be hot or cold? -
Archie A. Harms 

• Nov. 21 - Utilizing quantum mechanics: control of molecular motion with 
lasers - Paul Brumer 

• Nov. 28 - What's bred in the bone: marrow transplantation in the nineties 
- Dominick Amato 

Canadian Nature Federation - 23rd Annual Conference - A Journey from Forest 
to Sea at Mount St. Vincent University, Halifax, Nova Scotia - Aug. 4-7, 
1994. For more information contact CNF Conference Registrar, P.O. Box 2, 
Waverley, Nova Scotia BON 2S0 or call 902-861-1607 before 10 pm. 

D 
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